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THE OVERALL OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY WAS TO ESTABLISH PROGRAMMATIC
BENEFITS TO PAYLOADS WHICH CAN RESULT FROM THE ROUTINE USE OF EVA.
THE STUDY COMPARED DESIGN AND OPERATIONS COSTS OF 13 REPRESENTATIVE
BASELINE PAYLOADS TO THE COSTS OF THOSE PAYLOADS ADAPTED FOR EVA
OPERATIONS. THE EVA—ORIENTED CONCEPTS DEVELOPED IN THE STUDY WERE
DERIVED FROM THESE BASELINE CONCEPTS AI4D MAINTAINED MISSION AND
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES AS WELL AS BASIC CONFIGURATIONS. THIS PERMITTED
ISOLATION OF COST SAVING FACTORS ASSOCIATED SPECIFICALLY WITH
INCORPORATION OF EVA IN A VARIETY OF PAYLOAD DESIGNS AND OPERATIONS.
THE STUDY RESULTS WERE EXTRAPOLATED TO A TOTAL OF 74 PAYLOAD PROGRAr
REQUIRING 249 FLIGHT UNITS ON A PAYLOAD SCHEDULE COMPATIBLE WITH THE
11572 11 FLIGHT MODEL. USING APPROPRIATE COMPLEXITY AND LEARNING
FACTORS, NET EVA SAVINGS WERE EXTRAPOLATED TO OVER $551M FOR NASA AND
U.S. CIVIL PAYLOADS FOR ROUTINE OPERATIONS. ADDING DoD AND ESRO PAY-
LOADS INCREASES THE NET ESTIMATED SAVINGS TO $776M. PLANNED MAINTENANCE
BY EVA INDICATED AN ESTIMATED $168M SAVINGS DUE TO ELIMINATION OF
AUTOMATED SERVICINC EQUIPMENT. CONTINGENCY PROBLEMS OF PAYLOADS WERE
ALSO ANALYZED TO ESTABLISH EXPECTED FAILURE RATES FOR SHUTTLE PAY-
LOADS. THE FAILURE INFORMATION RESULTED IN AN ESTIMATED POTENTIAL FOR
EVA SAVINGS OF $1.9 B.
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FOREWORD
The "Study to Evaluate the Effect of EVA on Payload Systems"
was conducted for the NASA Ames Research Center by Space Division
of Rockwell International Corporation under Contract NAS2-8429.
The Contract Technical Monit-ir for Ames was Larry R. Alton of
the former Systems Studies Division. qtr. Alton was assisted in
providing direction on the study by Ethel H. Sauer and by members
of the Ames Life Sciences Directorate. Alfred M. Worden, Chief
of the Systems Studies Division at Ames, and Stanley Deutch and
Daniel Popma, NASA Headquarters Life Sciences provided special
guidance and evaluation during the course of the study.
The final report of the "Study to Evaluate The Effect of EVA
on Payload Systems", consists of three volumes as follows:
Volume I	 Executive Summary
Volume II	 Technical Analyses
Volume III	 Cost Accounting Data and Methodology
(Limited Distribution)
Volume II provides detailed descriptions of the technical analyses
performed in the course of the study.
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I. STUDY OBJECTIVES, APPROACH, AND PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS
1.1 SIUDY OBJECTIVES
The overall objective of the study has been to establish programmatic
benefits to payloads which result from the routine use of EVA. 'tore detailed
study objectives include:
W_-
Identifv uses of EVA which significantly reduce payload costs.
Compare technical and economic characteristics of selected
payloads which are automated, teleoperator, or EVA-design
oriented.
Determine the amount of the cost savings attributable to
*,	 EVA-oriented pavload design and extrapolate to the NASA
payload model.
Develop a costing methodology for future :NASA use.
The study identifies' significant influences on payloads brought about b y the
application of a routine EVA capability and determined the associated cost
benefits. These savings were projected to the entire NASA pavload model, and
NASA has been provided with the costing methodology emploved in the study to
permit computation of alternate results if desired.
1.2 STUDY SCOPE
rk
	
	
The study compared costs of representative baseline payloads to the costs
of those payloads adapted for EVA operations. Tile baseline pavload definitions
are those currentl y endorsed by the appropriate project offices or found in
standard reference data.
The EVA-oriented concepts developed in this study derived from these base-
line concepts and maintained mission and program objectives as well as basic
configurations. This permited isolation of cost saving factors associated
specifically with incorporation of EVA in a variety of payload designs.
1.3 BACKGROUND
LVA has been thoroughly demonstrated in Apollo and Skylab missions as a
valuable tool and viable alternative to automated operations in routine mission
operations, support to scientific experiments, and for planned or contingency
maintenance and repair activities. Shuttle era payloads, including Spacelab
payloads and automated spacecraft can take advantage of manned operations
including EVA. The NASA space program has been directed toward lower cost
develupment of payloads and operations via utilization of the Space Shuttle
and low cost systems. Low cost criteria will increasingly be applied to future
SD 75-SA -DU2b
4
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program developments, and should inA ude cost savings derived from planned
application of EVA. This study provides visibility on EVA advantages and will
Hopefully encourage adoption of EVA-oriented designs by present and future
program managers.
1.4 STUDY SUMMARY
Study activity began with four stated objectives. Results of the study
as reported in this final report mat these objectives and provided other
results in the following manner.
1. Identify Uses of EVA Which Significantly Reduce Payload Costs.
The study identified 61 potential EVA applications--44 of which were Routine
Operations; i.e., applied at some point in the mission cycle of every payload.
Detailed design and cost data on these applications resulted typically in Net
EVA Savings of $75K to $150K for each si.n_ manual alternative. Conservatively,
cost savings were only accumulated for /_ out of the total of 44 routine
applications for which technical assuraii:e and credible cost data could be
provided.
Compare Technical and Economic Characteristics of Selected
Payloads--.4utomated, Teleoperator, or EVA ncsi,q; 7
 Oriented
Thirteen representative payloads were analyzed in the study. Baseline
(automated) modes of operation were evaluated and compared to EVA modes. In
all cases, EVA presented design simplification and lower costs. Net
 savings
attributed to EVA for DDT&E and first unit costs averaged $2.5 million for
automated spacecraft and $8.9 million for sortie payloads.
3. Determine the Amount of These Savings and Extrapolate to The
NASA Payload Model.
The Thirteen representative payload programs were extrapolated to a total
of 74 programs compatible with EVA applications. These 74 programs require
249 flight units on a payload schedule compatible with the "572” flight model.
Using appropriate complexity dnd learning factors, net EVA savings were extrapolated
to over $551M for NASA and U.S. civil payloads for routine operations. Adding
DoD and ESRO payloads increases the net estimated savings to $776M.
4. Evaluate and Compare Automated Versus EVA Task Times.
Credible task-time data were applied to the payload operations to derive
integrated, comparative timelines. With EVA, routine preparation timelines
were decreased in one case by 1.7 elapsed hours to a maximum increase of 1.3
hours--average 0.5 hour increase. EVA durations ranged from 1.5 hours to 6
hours--average 3.7. These activities require the following:
One-man EVA	 11 payloads	 One EVA cycle
	
9 payloads
Two-man EVA	 2 payloads
	
Two EVA cycles
	
4 payloads
Three EVA cycles
	
1 payload (on-
orbit maintenance)
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Plannea maintenance for a projected 13 payload programs (out of a possible
51 payload programs) indicated an estimated $166"1 savings due to elimination of
automated servicing equipment. If all spacecraft designated "Reusable" (28
programs) are included, the potentially extrapolated cost savings of the EVA
mode would be 1-$316M. EVA savings for contingency problems of payloads were
based on transport and equipment costs onl y . While the historical data do not
necessarily establish expected failure r-ites for Shuttle payloads, the failure
information was examined to select only credible analogs. The total estimated
EVA savings were about $1.9 billion.
1.5 STUDY TASKS AND REPORT STRUCTURE
A total of si> tasks w.re conducted in the study. Figure 1 is a simplified
study flow diagram 	 Please I was reviewed at a briefing tield at NASA Ames
Research Center on 11 October 1974. The detailed analyses in Please II served
to develop the technical data regarding 13 representative payloads that permitted
the comparative cost analyses which were then extrapolated to the NASA payload
model.
1.0	 I	 3.0
4NALYZE
	 ANALYZE
POTENTIAL EVA	 I	 REPRESENTATIVE
A PPLICATIONS
	 P/L OPERATIONS
I
5.f	 EVALUATE	 6.0
PHASE I
	 APED COMPAREFXTRAPOIATE
BRIEFING BASELINE AND	 BENEFITS TOESA APPROACHES
	 PAYLOAD MODEL
2.0	 I	 4.0
DEFINE
	
ANALYZE
PAYLOAD	 I	 REPRESENTATIVE
COST MODEL	 P/L DESIGNS
PRELIMINARY S)'STEMS	 '
ANALYSIS
	 DETAILED DESIGN AND OPERATIONS ANALYSIS
Figure 1. Study Taek Logic
1.6 REPRESENTATIVE PAYLOAD SELECTION
The final grouping of the representative payloads reflects MSFC descriptions
regarding design concept and reusability for staged and non-staged spacecraft.
Planetary and lunar vehicles were grouped separately and four types of sortie
payloads were defined. Table 1 lists the mission and design type of the 13
selected representative payloads.
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1.7	 EVA APPLICATIONS PRELIMINARY
ANALYSIS
The potential	 EVA applications were
grouped	 into thr ee categories:	 (1)
routine operations, 	 (2)	 contingency
operations,	 and	 (3)	 planned mainten-
ance,	 then evaluated	 for	 all classes
of missions.	 The classes of missions
cover all basic Shuttle-relate(:
operations:	 sortie,	 spacecraft
delivery, maintenance, and	 retrieval.
For sortie missions,	 the major on-
orbit activities include preparation
for experiments, the performance of
experiments and, shutdown and storage
in preparation for orbiter return.
Contingency operations might be
entered at any point during the mission and would exit to normal operations,
as shown in Figure 2. Typical EVA applications for automated spacecraft are
shown in Figure 3.
Major activities in normal missio p operations are functions with potential
EVA involvement for replacing or simplifying automated electromechanical devices
which otherwise would be custom designed and manufactured.
Routine operaticns in Shuttle missions are defined as th.)se which are
normally plalul°d to occur on delivery, retrieva l , and sortie missions. It
specifically excludes planned maintenance activities and activities performed
to correct an unexpected anomaly (contingency). It does include activities
which are lone on a routine basis even if these are performed out -f a normal
sequence. For example, docking activities are routine, but are not normally
required on a delivery mission. If, however, a spacer_raf: anomaly was detected
subsequent to sepa>ation, the crew would likely perform a routine docking to
retrieve the spacecraft to the ground.
Analyses of on-orbit maintenance considered b_th transportation costs
and costs of servicing systems since such systems are considered to be part
of the payload. By definition, contingency situations are those mission-
interrupting or endangering situations for which no automated corrective tec.tl-
niques have been developed prior to flight. Therefore, use of EVA in contingency
situations cannot be Lompared directly with automated approaches. Significant
launch and payload cost benefits can he expected if EVA is used to reduce the
probability of deployment and retrieval failures, either by eliminating potential
failure modes through routine EVA usage or as a contingency option.
Table 2 summarizes EVA application categories and payload types affected.
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Figure 2. 'Typical Sortie Mission EVA App-ications
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PAYLOADS ANALYSIS
Prior to the integrated analyses on the 13 representative payloads,
several preliminary activities were undertaken. This included baseline Orbiter
provisions and a set of payload and EVA interface design criteria. An intensive 	 r
relriew of mechanical elements common to most payloads was undertaken in order
to preclude redundant analyses on each rep: sentative payload. Reference
'	 orbiter timelines were defined to establish common ground for representative
payload timeline analysis. Timeline "building blocks" (detailed task segments)
had the dual purpose of ensuring standardization and of adding credibility to
overall integrated timelines.
2.1 SHUTTLE-PAYLOAD BASELINE CRITERIA AND REQUIREMENTS 	 u
Shuttle Orbiter characteristics and payload interface requirements affect
the design of all payloads, with or without EVA applications. Payloads designed
for EVA interface must meet: additional design criteria. While the stud y was
not concerned with all aspects of the payload design, a body of such require-
ments were necessary to ensure c-edibility of design solutions affecting study
results.
2.1.1 EVA/RMS Provisions Evaluation
EVA. Provisions in the Shuttle include all basic equipment and consumables.
Al,hough various aspects of the provisions are currently under study, the Shuttle
airlock is expected to have a pre-mission option of being installed inside or
outside (in the cargo bay) the cabin envelope on the cabin bulkhead and equip-
ment and consumables are planned to support up to three 2-man, 6-hour EVA's;
one of which is reserved for Shuttle contingency.
Remo t e 'Mani ulator Svst em. The RMS is planned for use in zero-g handling
of payloads. The mechanism will deploy and retrieve payloads and can be used
for inspection. However, the current RMS concept has limitations on its
capabilities. For example, nc force feedback require:.:ent ha; been established 	 i
to date. Tip force is limited to 45 N (10 lb) and no rotation capabilit y has	 !1
been specified.
In considering operational uses of the RMS as an alternative to EVA, two
areas were analyzed: crew direct viewing and RMS access. Figure 4 indicates
the loss of direct -dewing in the Shuttle cargo bay with a Spacelab installed.
The figure also shows a large vertical cylinder positioned in the Orbiter bay.
This could represent a large spacecraft, sortie telescope or other extendibles.
The area forward of this volume is visible, but the entire aft area, including
the vertical stabilizer, is obscured.
When automated spacecraft are parallel to the longitudinal axis of the
Orbiter, as during the launch phase, only the forward end of the spacecraft
and an arc over the upper surface are accessible to the RMS. When payloads
-7-
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Figure 4. Constraints on Cargo Bay Viewing
are erected within the bay or have protuberances beyond the Orbiter moldline,
they interfere further with the total effectivity of the KIS. The illustrated
case, Figure 5, is of a spacecraft with a uniform maximum diameter equal to
that of the bay width.
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	 [
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EVA/PUMS Task Evaluation. In considering
various EVA/R*IS task comparisons, RMS was
evaluated with respect to access and
flexibility for typical spacecraft delivery
preparation and planned maintenance. One
problem is that the RMS cannot reach side
or underneath components, unless special
erection and rotation provisions are
provided (e.g., EOS-type of erection plat-
form or a second payload-chargeable RMS).
Another problem in using the RMS is the
lack of positive indication feedback; i.e.,
"latch released", unless indicator circuits
of the remote system are retained.
One of the beneficial uses identified in
the study for the RATS was to assist EVA
	
-^	 tasks by retaining the payload in a suit-
	
Figure 5. Spacecraft Constraints 	
able work position. An example, shown in
Figure 6, is based on maintaining two
on cargo Bay R';S Accessibi Zity retention points on the pallet-mounted
retention frame, while the RMS provides a
third stability point. By raising the spacecraft to this position, the solar
panels can be extended, thus allowing overall spacecraft checkout before
umbilical separation. Extending the umbilical to the raised position as shown
can readily be performed manually, but would require additional complexity in
the automated umbilical concept.
RR ROMICg317,ITY OF THE
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_.1.2 P_avload Design Elements
Certain classes of mechanisms occur
frequently in ti,P baseline representative
payloads. These include retention
'atclies, d.^ployment mechanisms, and
umbilical make/break mechanisms.
These mechanisms were studied in detail
to .lurive EVA alternatives to perform
the same functions. By examining these
mechanisms it was only necessary to
evaluate variations when anal y zing the
representative pavloads. These design
"building blocks" also add credibility
to the representative payload design
and cost analysis because data sources
exist for actual flight hardware
appropriate for Shuttle payloads. Manual
designs were established to perform
the same function, cost estimates were
subsequently established on the basis
of material, manufacturing technique,
and relative complexity.
a
1
Retention latches are required for the payload itself as well as for every
I'movablu" element which forms a part of an operational spacecraft or sortie pay-
load. This requirement for "tie-dourn" applies to the Shuttle boost phase
followed by on-orbit release. Subsequently, for retrie-al of spacecraft or
Spacel.ab payload stowage, latching is required for entry and landing. Figure
7 Illustrates one of five latch designs evaluated in the study.
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Figure 7. Sensor Cover Latch Pcei.gne
Deployed mechanisms evaluation shows that the Shuttle cargo bay envelope,
as with expendable boosters, tend to require stowed and latched solar panels
and other devices during the launch phase. However, while one-way (or one-shot)
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mechanisms are acceptable in the expendable booster case, payloads planned for
retrieval or payloads which could be returned to earth after on-orbit failures
require two-way operation. Since overall Shuttle cost effectiveness is only
achieved with retrievabilit y , this case was postulated in this study. Figure
8 illustrates comparative automated and manual design concepts.
EVA URI[NIFD DE5I1,N
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`	 S I CwAnYORION
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i
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SA TF I'.RE BODY
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EEFDBACK
I
Figure 8. Sour Pcrne Z Dep Zoument Des--an Concepts
Another class of mechanized elements consists of Shuttle-to-payload
umbilicals. Requirements exist for Shuttle power to be provided to many
spacecraft. In turn, the Shuttle requires safety monitoring of payload
critical circuits plus potentially some control or checkout provisions. Many
spacecraft required fluid venting or dumping via Shuttle plumbing. Two-way
(break-remake) operations are required for retrieval capability. Comparative
design and cost data for automated and EVA concepts are shown in Figure 9.
Not illustrated are the additional automated complexities of operating the
swing arm and latching it open as opposed to manual operation and latching.
One issue concerning deployable devices requires further NASA resolution
in order to secure the benefits of an EVA design. p resent Orbiter safety rules
require cabin-operated (remote) stowage of all extendable devices, with either
redundant capability or back-up jettison capability. If this rule is retained,
it would preclude a significant portion of manual erection and stowage concepts.
2.2 TASK TIME SEGMENT ANALYSIS
Task-time data "building blocks" were developed for fundamental operations
and used later in Lhe analysis of representative payloads. Saving costs by
designing for EVA activities would be of little use if the time required were
to exceed Shuttle support capabilities or seriously impact payload flight
schedule. The figure of importance is, of course, the delta time resulting
from EVA compared to remote controlled operations.
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Figure P. Lame Umbilical Conncc+or Concepts
2.2.1 Payload Operations Preparation Time
Buth EVA and remote operations require preparator y activities before
direct payload operations can begin. In the case of remote controlled opera-
tions, preparation consists primarily of PS panel checks and set -up of the
payload and 1015 control stations. In order to establish a reasonable level
of accuracy, a variety of sources were reviewed. A consensus of ttata indicated
that two crewmen working approximately one-half ho ;r would be required in the
r
	 reroute (baseline) case.
For EVA preparation, the primary consideration i. the rime to doll suits,
prebrenthe. and perform airlock operations. 	 l'ht , prebreathing time is a v.Iriable
ns a function of suit pressure level subsequent to dQparture from the t.tbiter
1'+.7 psi cabin.	 Fi^, tlrc 10 compares non:in;rl time requirements for a S psi :ilid
3.7 psi spacesuit. The use of the S psi suit is estimated ttT require approxi-
matel y 1.^ hours less than the lower pressure garment for rturtine Operations
and ttfuld further reduce preparation time as confidence in the sy3teln is built
U p.
	 llle major influencittr; factor is that of the oxygen preltroathinl
	 It
should he noted drat usher crew activities can be performed during the early
prebreathinb pet-it Id by use of portable oxx-geu masks. A S psi suit farmed the
h;Iseline for the EVA operations bctatlse it represcilts vurrent tlrhiter/;tir'a`ck
design and 12,11' equipment concepts.
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2.2 Shuttle Mission T-beeline
Vol' the 1 1 111 - pose of tilis study , L l,:o timellues were defined for two I-cFor-
unce Shut L 1 u cl i ss hills which can be descr i bell as Near Earth Orbit (Niel) :old
lli ,r,h Earth Orbit. (ilia)); i.e., )1 2(111 n mi.	 Stal-ti11g time for pavl.oad opul•.ILionz;
is dependent on Shuttle uvcnts, as illusLrat.ed ill Figure LL.
l 7—!	 , L3 lo_ , 1^ - It , 1^ 1. ^S—^^J7 11— J,
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. • .r/l,	
.ill •1^	 __^	 W'	 l_ ' \1 1111 ♦
\111 ltl ll ►
Ill HIV J
\I\.11,
Y\ I\I	 1\rl \..I.
• •110 \rI r 11 Ra1 .,%S,A.- Nail, '•
:rzt> 11.	 1:,,^.`.	 . .,•P rat:, =,	 %! • 7c L ;to:, • "hase
I11 Lhe NFO case. t ill' crew nl;l\• iiot bep.ill operations be fore the twelfth
hotir c'Fr uec:ulso of n scheduled off-.lety period. Thus, in the automated ulo,le,
%,!Lh Less prep.11'ALioll Lime, more operations Lillie is aval.1A1.11e.
For Lhe IWO mission, experiment operations call begin start in .v with tilt'.
_';ith hour GLT (pussibly earl ier for sorties nut. requirLng deploynlcnt). Auto-
Incited or EVA preparation can L:1k(! placo. ,luring a second OrbiLer activity_
period.	 .\cIivi ty is .imiLv.l to 1)r0paraLkin in thaL OMS firings ;lad I?IV :111gn-
rlenLS art' rl • dlcired.	 In Lhis ca e an equal perio,l of pa\luad operations is
nv.If Table.
	 1L is possible in tilt:; mud. • to initiAte L\ • :\ as early as automated
opurat tons since EVA pl'oparaLion can he concurrent Leith Shuttle operation;.
I Automa ted Dev ice Bas ic Timelines
A kuy to developnit• nt of baseline InLugraLed t imeLines is the performance
of a11Lori:lL,;d deploylileilt- du\'ices. 	 i l at;l for three sllch aut-omated devices were
11 , ;c,1 in the SL11d\• .	 Movement t':1tl!s l'l• illusti-aLed ill 1'it;llrr )t' for the fullol;int;
t.ypic,ll devices, Shuttle IL`IS, STL'`l i) ^ antenna, and A1,1'RWL\ST(`j.
(1) S1'J11Z Aerospace i'r1 1 1uct s, Ll,l. , Ont ario, C:n1a!;t (re aludel :\-463).
\Sl'Ittl Kesoarch t • orpor:0 ion, S,11ILa 1larba y .1, California.
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2.2.4 basic EVA Task Times
Examination of prior data was used to devi lol , basic data for prep-1ring
integrated payload EVA timelines. To show examples of both preplanned and
contingency activities that have been performed to datu, reference is made to
;In L\':\ un Skylab, shown in I'n`ure 11.
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Less	 1.11-111	 two hours of EVA aclivi t ies were p I armed. llohever,	 .iue	 (u	 LVA	 t o
resolve • 	f.lilureas	 or other contingencies,	 the ENA extended into the seventh hour.
:\n	 impurtant	 Iusson Iearnud	 frum Skylab	 is	 that genvraI Iv trained	 IX.,\	 crA uln. `n	 1 ±
can	 I)crlorm a variet y of	 1 - 1111)1a1111121.1	 tasks	 wilt	 a min1111l11il	 of special	 tools	 and
tl• a 111111};.
\
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2.3 REPRESENTATIVE PAYLOAD DESIGN AND OPERATIONS ANALYSIS
The 13 representative payload design analyses were performed to develop
the technical data needed to determine cost savings of EVA-oriented designs.
Details were developed to bring all representative baseline payloads to the
same level of definition. Then, EVA applications were identified and designs
of the EVA-uriented payloads prepared.
2.'3.1 Design An
	 sis
A complete WBS-oriented hardware listing was prepared for each payload
to establish the basis for the subsequent costing and comparison. At least
two levels of data were established with third or fourth levels being defined
whenever there was significant difference between the baseline and EVA
alternatives.	 Figure 14 illustrates a typical design analysis.
GAN MODULE
• MAGNETIC FIELD MONITOR SPACECRAFT 	 ®	 SUN SENSORS (A PEACES)
EARTH SENSORS
(2 PLACES)	 -	 S-AR SENSORS (4 PLACES)SENSOL COVERS
(NMUw )• 	 EXPERIMENTS
EgOULE
	
/BOOSTER
EARTH SENSOR	 \	 ADAPTOR
OPENING
llllLlpll
	
.^/	 DISCONNECT
	
FORWLIID PLATE
	
\	 -	 (MWEUAL)•
S-WLO ANTENIA	 /•/
D E	
\ I^	
1TAC EE( 
DEIE
ELE
 TED )W•	
DOIA
	
LATCHES* 
	
\ y 11I106 HARNESS
1	 (SUMI IF IED)•
	
IAAGNETONEfER BOON	 En
/	 EmULE
^,
	
iyjj' A SAM PANEL
XPLOYMENT
N[CTANISII
(DELETED)•
/	 S-WHO ANTENNA	
_ YLAt PANEW
	
NA6NETONETERS
	
SOI.AA PANEL	
i	 90M LATOI
(BEL TED)•
• EVA APPLICATIONS
7-7g2we 14. FVA AppZications 1*7?t.ificatior
EVA applications were established for solar panel unlatching and deploying,
sensor cover removal and antenna latch release. In addition, EVA was employed
to install the magnetometer boom.
2.3.2 Operations Analysis
The operations analyses supported the design analyses by providing insight
into payluad functional requirements. Secondly, they led to baseline-tc-EVA
comp:Irisons of the mission and crew timelines. In the preparation of representa-
tive payload timelines, all known factors were used, including the basic building
blocks discussed earlier, baseline Orbiter and mission constraints, crew duty
cycles, and payload source data. Each timeline was plotted as a function of
the overall payload design ctmfiguration as typified by the analysis of the
Advanced Technology Laboratory (ATI.).
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Figure 15 illustrates the activation sequence established for the EVA
crew members--a sequence designed to minimize interference among payload instru-
ments while ensuring clear translation paths for the crew. EVA work stations
are numbered in sequence and correspond to the station numbers in the table
included with Figure 15. Time estimates were made for the EVA mode of ATL
activation and compared to the baseline activation. The task-time evaluation
was carried out in this manner for all payloads.
II
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4 	at 	d
if
	
..W
(D	 MICROWAVE INTERFEROMETERt6)	 I AUTONOMOUS NAVIGATION
2	 MICROWAVE RADIOMETER	 7	 LIDAR MEASUREMENTS
3	 SEARCH, RESCUE, AND	 OF CIRRUS CLOUDS
IMAGING RADAR	 8	 NONMETALLIC MATERIALS EXPERIMENT
®	 NEUTRAL GAS PARAMETER	 y	 :ONTAMINATION MONITOR
EXPERIMENT	 BARIUM PLASMA CLOUD
Q	 UV METEOR SPECTROSCOPY	 EXPERIMENT
1.
Figure 15. ATI, Activation Sequence
Integrated timeline sequences as prepared for "delivery" of all automated
spacecraft are summarized in Figure 16. The results show several rases with
equal or nearly equal times, and for MJO, the EVA Lime is slightly less-if
EVA preparation time were excluded. All time bars fit within mission constraints
an,' crew duty cycles with a few exceptions. I'hese exceptions arcs considered
si• iple operational work grounds, or, in the case of the LS1', a potential
second shift. The term "normal shift" refers to the basic Shuttle timeline
presented earlier.
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Figure 16. .Swnaru of Automated Spacecraft Time7ir,es
In one sortie payload case, physics and Chemistry Facility, use of
Spacelab Mod,le airlocks impacts preparations such that EVA takes less total
time than the baseline as shown in Figure 17.
In no case does a scheduled Orbiter sleep period interfere with use of
EVA. The baseline and EVA timelines for preparation are within all Shuttle/
mission constraints.
Tabre 3 tabulates the timeline data showing total elapsed time from
start of operations (i.e., Time = 0) as well as net time for either automated
or manual activities. The crew size data reflect Lask sequences for two men
operating YS and RNS controls for the baseline concept--the same two men plus
EVA crew for the manual content. The crew sire and number of EVA's are well
within baseline ShuLtle previsions oil 	 individual payload basis.
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Fig-tire 17. Summary of Sortie PayZoad Timelines
Table 3. Timeline Comparison Data
Item
9 Automated Spacecraft
Preparation	 for
Delivery
4 Sortie Payloads
Preparation for
Operation
Baseline EVA Mode Baseline EVA Mode
lotzl pre-operations
	 time - 18.8 19.4 -- --
flours
	 (avg.	 of	 all payloads)
Pre-operations time 2.2 3.4 3.2 3.5
excluding checkout-}lours
Average crew size 2.1 3.1 1.8 2.5
Average no.
	 FVA's -- 1.3 -- 1.0
Average no.
	
men/Ell"A -- 1.0 -- 1.5
RY?"' I DUCLBILI.1 Y OF na,
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III. COST ANALYSIS AND PROGRAM EXTRAPOLATION
3.1 REPRESENTATIVE PAYIOADS
The cost anti technical analyses in the study we re conducted as an integrated
effort to achieve the objective of identifying program-wide EVA savings. Tech-
nical characteristics and their costs were studied in detail, as described
earlier, anti applied to representative payloads. Overall subsystems anti equip-
ment of representative payloads were examined technically and costed ill
Baseline and EVA configurations. Finally, cost savings were extrapolated to
all analogous spacecraft in a mission/pavload model developed in this studv.
3.1.1 Costing Analysis
Costs in Lhe study were developed for flight hardware and related program
costs associated with routine operations, planned maintenance, and cuntingencies.
Shuttle transportation cost data were used only in comparing lnrlilltcllanre and
contingency options. 1he ground rules anti assumptions utilized in develuping
cost estimates were: 	 (1) all costs are normalized to 1974 dollars, (2) Profit
or fee is excluded, (3) launch vehicle and launch costs are excluded, and (4)
all cosLS would be accumulated to a standard Work Breakdown Structure (WITS)
for baseline anti EVA systems.
Flight hardware Cost Estimating Relationships (CSR's) used for the
representative_ payload cost estimates, were determined by analyzing the sub-
systems of six unmanned satellites or pavlonds. 'Elie methodology and basic
data are the same as used for the Space Shuttle contract and recent military
satellite firm price quotations.
3.1.2 Rep resentativu Pa load Costing
Figure 18 presents an example indentured breakdown for a representative
payload. The EVA alternatives to the baseline designs were assigned separate
1-:11S numbers. Tile weight of each subsystem of the selectud payloads was based
on source data or estimated from the technical characteristics. This weight
was compared to the CER generated for that system and the dollars per kilogram
value noted.
A technical evaluation hased on analogous historical payloads was applied
to the result of the foregoing calculation to convert to a corrected dollars
per kilogram and total cost for each line iLerl of the WBS. '11le actu:ll corpu-
tation of the representative payload cost and final output was generated by
a computer program referred to as CA1111 IV.
output data from the CA?1 IV program was summed to recurring and null-
recurring baseline anti EVA-oriented toL.116 for each representative payload.
Costs were printed out at all levels and summed at all intermediate. levels
as well as the totals listed above. Data for cost areas are indcpendelntly
available such as program management, flight hardware, orbital support unit
(OSU), etc.
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a
NPIDENTATIVE PAYLOAD NAME sxurna INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITT ( sarr)	 WDS NO. 21.00.00.00.00
AS r.Tr ROCKWELL PROPOSAL,
SIZE (0) 3 PAL SECTIONS	 SOURCE DATA INITIAL STUDY DATA& SSPD 7/74	 Fog* 1 of 2
WIIS NAME TYPE/DESCRIPTOR
TOTAL
WEIGHT No.UNITS
02.0.0.0 Flight System
	 •^ .
02.09.0.0 Telescope Assembly 1.5 M Cryo Cooled 2d I 6 Raselioe/EVA 3997/3824 -
02.09.01.0 Cylinder Rousing Besellne/EVA 1617/1611 -
.11 rbermal Isolators Automated 9 6
.31 Thermal Lolators Maaual 6 6
.12 Sun Shade Automated 9 1
.32 Sun Shade Manus' 6 1
.3 Structures 1599 -
03.32.02.01 EVA York Aide 1 -
02.09.02.0 Front Cover Assembly Roost Protection and Baseline/EVA 144/118 -
Calibration
.11 Front over Latch Mechanism Automated 25 6
.31 front Cover Latch Mechanism Manual 11 6
.12 Cover Swing Ara Automated 34 1
.32 :over Siring Arm Planual 22 1
.03 Cover Structure 85 -
02.09.03.0 Rear Cover Assembly Baseline/EVA 64/54 -
lectrical ConnaJt ^s ^ Aut	 tc9 ]1
Figure 18. 7igpti c.aZ Fwj7oad Detailed !, q
Table 4 presents the summary costing for the representative payloads.
The data shows totals for baseline and EVA payloads, as well ns gross and net
savings.
3.2 PROGRAM MISSION MODELING
An extensive systems analysis was conducted so as to attribute routine
EVA cost savings to a total Shuttie traffic and mission model. In order to
cost "represented" payloads, the appropriate "representative" payload DDT&E
cost should be multiplied by the total number of progrars. However, payload
designators do not always correlate with programs. Since technical character-
istics of Shuttle payloads are only consistently defined in the SSPD documents,
the costing; of all payloads by relationship to representative payload was
based on these data.
The number of end item units and uninue sets of missiull equipment can
only be derived from an examination of flight schedules. To determine final
study flight schedules (and thus numbers of units and mission equipment),
preliminary data which related the "572" flight schedule to the MSFU traffic
model were used. The result is contained in total in Volume II with all
payloads grouped with their representative payload. Pertinent lata fr, , : • . this
model are summarized in Treble 5.
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P A SEUNt	 .ONCFPT COS T [`A CONCE PT COST
CROSS f ^ ^• I,[ T
PAN LOAD ^	 ^	 °f .. N• It RE. NS' ".fl SAVINt-S IN1 h S:. .IN,
105 733.0 I'0. 62.5 130. Ia.'	 6:.0 J.4 J.I
GR5 45.8 3J.' I	 12.1 43.9 32.1	 11.8 3.c 1.1 I.q
LST 180.0 114.3 55.7 1 06. 5 115.6	 50.9 16.9 -4 1_.'•
MIN 2.4 1.9 U.:	 I 2.1 I.F	 0.4 0.: 0.0 ..2
MFM 16.4 11.9 4.5 15.3 11.1	 4.2 I	 1	 - I^
HAE 25.1 I9	 1 6.0 24.'
I
I8.'	
f
^	 6.0 1.1 '.0 1.4
DOAtSAT 73.9 1-.0 6.0 13.0 16.3	 1	 6.7
OEOPAUSE 41 0 29.6 11.4	 i 39.9 M.8	 11.1 I	 I.r 0. I
mio 46.6 32.1 14-- :S.t 31.114.5
I
3.6 7.3 1.3
SIRTF '2. 8 %.9 13.9	 I 66.0 53.1	 11.9 11.3 t-j
AMPS 245.5 109.2 136.3 138.5 103.7	 134.6 i	 II-1
1, .
•.0
All 149• 111.0 38.' 135.E 99.5	 I	 36.0 21.0 2
PHYS-C HFM 35.4 2
1059.5
6./ ICI ..
TOTAL III'.e 746.9 370.9 '07.0 36:.5 OF.9 30.i 5F.<
^_
:l7L, "r 	c-^,E	 Prnl[.CSt,.. 
tOlnvAl[N1
__
M0. OF NO	 Of SHLTTII SPACECRAf • SPACI,RAFT S.ACECRA1T
SPACECRACT PR" AAIS NEWUg 1T5 IIIGHTS 01 Ul'f RN 9ETR I(YAl 5[RYI Cf
Otto
ION-COSTRfUSABIf 5 19 k S7 40 4
LOO-COST EXPENDABLE 1 6 ) 6 -
ORRE74T DESIGN R[USABIF a 19 34 >a D 21
CURRENT DESIGN (XPENDABIf 1
IS
6
50
1
76
6
101 65
-
21LEO TOTAL
• NE0
LOO-COST R(USAeIE 1 6 1 17 9
tOW-COST EXPEND 
ell
.141 I7 74 -
CURREM DESIGN REUSABLE 11 66 51 92 is )
CURRENT DESIGN ' 	 TABLE 2 2 7 7 - -
PLANETARY I LI'.r4 14 )D 10 70 -
HEO T, 17B 101 160 144
AUTOWAUD TOTAL 51 1'1 fro 761 107 11
MISSION DAYS
SORTIE PAYLOADS 71 71 111 735 7193
DUG F1 IGNTS WA WA 155 RIA WA WA
AQ1-6ASAIN01[-000 SORTIE WA WA 29 41
TOTAL 14 749 S44 6,79 101 11
3.3 COST EXTRAPOLATION
Detailed EXA cost snv-igs Ll:lt.a from the cost.inj;r nnalvsi.s perfl)rmed on
each represent,ltive paylr :d was listed sep:lratel}• for the sp:lcecrrlft , mission
equipment, and orbital support knit. E.ich represunted P;1VIOad L:ns then
assigned a technirnl co:lp]c, ::ity factor b:lsed nn engineering evaluation.
Unta on costing and resuics for each group are sure^arized in T.'I Ll 6. Thi
bclseline (c;ich) data are tal,ull directly fror tile: CA-M IV output tah runs for
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representative payloads and rotinded to the nearest X1(10,000. The qu;uitities
for non-recurring; (program DD1'SE) and recurring (number of flight uni_s) are
based on the study model. The equivalunt gimiitities were determined l.y
Application of tt • Chnical complexity factors and learning, curves.
7 E 	 . 
_ :Q. .'3'p(72't"J'1 ^C'3t ".a'.7^,.^",, (7•:..^.^.Of:3 tS'J
Equivalent Units Extrapolated Model
-- -	 -	 -- -
-- -	 - - -- rotal
S/C	 Svst
	 M.E.	 OSU DDT&E	 Recurring Savings
Payload Group YR	 Rec
	
$R	 Rec
	 MR	 Rec Each	 Total	 Each	 Total	 Total Amt
EOS 5 14 5 15 5 5 $170.5 S	 852.5 $	 b2.6 S	 858.2 >	 1710.7 S	 14.9 o.a
GRS 1 6 1 6 _ 2 33.7 34.9 12.1 69.3 104.' 3.5 3.4
LST 8 14 8 14 9 9 124.4 1004.2 55.7 738.0 1742.2 121.1 7.0
Mini LAGFAS - - 1 6 1 1 2.0 2.0 0.4 0.9 2.9 0.2 6.9
MFM 3 6 3 8 3 3 11.9 35.7 4.5 22.9 58.6 4.0 6.8
4AE 5 24 5 '4 7 7 19.1 97.9 5.9 132.8 230.7 1.1 1.4
DOMSAT 12 62 14 74 14 14 17.0 219.9 6.9 440.9 660.8 23.3 3.5
ueopause 2 2 _' 2 2 2 29.6 59.2 11.4 22.3 81.5 2.5 3.1
410 14 30 14 30 lb 16 32.0 454.0 14.7 417.7 871.7 20.2 2.3
XXPS
- - 4 5 - - 109.4 437.6 136.3 667.7 1105.3 29.2 2.6
SIRTF - - 10 35 - 58.9 589.0 13.9 476.1 1065.1 94.1 8.8
ATL I - 15 20 - 111.0 1665.0 38.7 758.6 2423.6 11t,.1 9.1
PCF - - 1 2 - - 27.7 27.7 7.7 15.2 42.9 9.2 21.4
Total	 1 $747.2 $5419.6 $370.8 S46.O.b SIC1099.8 IS551A, 1	 5.5
Over.il l snvinp.s for the stud y
 pavlond model. totaled 5571 mill ion, a net
savings our of a total of 510.1 billion established by extrapolation from the
representatives• p:vluads. To identif y
 additional savings, estimates were made
for DoD spacecraft and nun-NASA sorties by a simple ratio of flights, an,_' do
not reflect detailed technical nor rost ,tnal.vsis.
	 Fllese data are shown in
fable 7.
1.4 SPI-VIAL 1:VA ISS(L`'
In the process of anal.,ing EVA dL-sifin orientaLiou, several issues were
presented which, while no'_ in the mainstream activity of the study, potentially
could impact the vA idity of the study results. These are: man-rating; require-
ments , '.VA ( • ontal%inat it ' ll, avai l abi l i ty t)f equipment , and trained persunnel .
llius^' .nlalyses were: teased on concerr I rcqucntl y
 expressed in the payload
ranu'11111iLv regarding the use of LVA is expressed in two generalized questions:
(1) whit .Ire the impacLs on the payload (costs, dCLip13 Cur.: p lcxitv)? and (_')
r•:h.lt ;u • u LILL cots of acquiring; and using .In L^':1 capability?
l
L
I
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Auto S/C Qt-, Sortie P/L Qtv. Say ings
Prog. Units SM Prog. Units $MGroup Total	 $fit
EVA study 51 lib 19-1 23 71 359 551
Traf fic/
Payload
Model
(N ASA
S Non-VA-,A)
Pol) 44 154 166 - - - 166
Spacecraft
Non-NASA - - - 4 11 59 59
Sort it!
(ESRO S
"pace
Manufacturing)
TOTALS 95 332 358 `7 82 418 776
. 1 `tan-Rat i^
A LataIIy objective evaluatie •n of vehicle man- rating requireT-entS and
costs wuuld require determining two alternate designs to meet mission objez-
tives--manned or unmanned. In fart, of course, unr.ainrled projects have only
considered :automated/mec11a1lized functional perform ins e. 'lanne,1 prugra:::s were
also single-minded from the start in rajur concepts, but did frequentl y in-
volve lower lovel trades. historical data furnished sources for defining
man-rating cost elements.
Vehicles de y uloped exclusively for manned flight, are analogoils to the
Shuttle Orbiter. fhese Vehicles were also involved in dynamic flight opLrations
iiicIukling :it ruospIwric flight, wltry, landing, and potentiall y pad abort. None
of those require:::ents apply to Shuttle payloads. The Lunar Module (l.`1) and
thu Inte'rnatiun;tl hocking `l y dule (Ill`s) havo some ana.lopv to the Spac • elal, r:odule
in th.lt they :are (pal-tiall y at least) dependent upon another manned vehicle.
'1110 . •cpollo Telescope `fount (ATM) is comp;irable to Spacelab pallets and to
automated spacecraft while they are installe-1 in the Shuttle cargo c-y.
summary of cost elements associated with Tnan-rating is p resuntu,l in
Table 8. 'lost 1':111-rating requirements (fife support. p rotect ion , rot uge, and
rescue) are provided by the Shuttle or Spacelab s ystums. The onl y L'.'.1
chargeabl y cost elerlellt fi l l' p.aV'Loads is provision of a SLfe crot-k star ion,
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Table 8. Man-Rating Requirements
FA(:T..RS PRCCAA&1y
MAN-RATING CO
	 CEMENTS
	 —
VACUUM ILIHIRMAL
LIFER4UTAT IOMETEOR	 CRE.,	 RI SC i,I
	
+•OR!
SUPPORT	 RO T FCIIORC^Tf CTIOF j	 RFF Ui•l
	 I pQGVISIONS	 414IIONS
PAST PROGRAMS
APOLLO CSM R +
LIM K K
S. YLAB R r
CURRENT PROGRAMS
INTERNATIONAL DOCKING + ,, +
MODULE
SHUTTLE
SPACEIAR MODULE b P L ` ><
SPACE lA6 PALLET b P L
AUTOMATED SPACECRAFT k
E 	 PRESSURE SUIT +
In order to be accommodated on Shuttle or Spacelab missions, payloads
must comply with a variety of safety rules, whether EVA is performed or not.
These include flight safety provisions and ground crew personnel considerations
equivalent to EVA provisions. Delta provisions required for EVA include
consideration of load-bearing provisions for the EVA astronaut during zero-g
activities and additional protection for delicate equipment or the pressure-
suited crewman. Secondary power (ac) systems may require additional protection
for EVA interface when not connected to the Shuttle common ground; however,
primary power systems will be provided with a return non-structural ground.
3,4.2 EVA Provisions and Training
Shuttle baseline provisions ensure a capability to utilize EVA on any
payload mission. The provisions include the airlock, suits, backpacks, and
life support consumables necessary for two 2-man, 6-hour EVA's. This includes
the provision of two trained EVA crewmen on each Shuttle flight. If one
considers the current flight schedule planning and the crew necessary to
support it, a total of about 120 crew members will be trained in EVA and
available to payloads. While this is a generalized training, it should be
noted that the Skylab astronauts performed alsmost as many unplanned EVA
tasks as planned. The routine operations defined in this study also are
particularly amenable to such generalized training. Even payload-unique
training may not be a significant expense. Preliminary planning data for
Shuttle indicate that the cost to a payload for crow procedures, use of
water immersion and simulator facilities, and EMU/equipment would only be about
$5000 (one man for 75 hours).
Additional EMU's, consumables, and trained crewmen can be carried to
orbit, weight chargeable to payloads. Costs, if any, have not been established
by the Shuttle program. Baseline provisions will include a manned maneuvering
unit (GNU) for EVA free-flight operations. Some potential exists for advanced
technology equipment allowing "quick-reaction” time, primarily relating to
higher pressure EMU which could be used to preclude prebreathing. This
quick-reaction time would permit action on contingency situations, not feasible
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o the n,ise. It would also significantly
EVA. based upon anal y ses performed in
can largely be accomplished within the
cost assessed against tll.' payloads.
reduce the t-rew preparation time for
tilts study, routine applicat ioll of EVA
level provided b y the STS, with no known
i
15
3.4.3 Contamination lssucs
Another issue. of concern among payload personnel is contamination caused
by EVA crew. Various in-depth studies have been performed on sources and effects
of Contamination on payload sensors or equipment. EVA, as a source, has not
been as thoroughl y evaluated, and it was beyond the scope of this stud y to do
SO. However, it %,as decided to examine some aspects of this issue.	 r
First of all, it must he realized that EVA is one of many sources, all of
which are amenable to control techniques. Combustion products are emitted at a
rate of 40 grams per second from a single vernier thruster when it is firing.
For deadbands of 0.1 degree and larger, the average fuel c.)n:;umption is 0.4
gram/second. Vented materials include gaseous hydrogen and oxygen and water
vapor fro-.a fuel cell reactant tanks which are purged periodically. The
enlissiun rate sholrll for the EVA crewman is 0.00' for suit leakage onl y ; water
val.-r from the q uit thernl.11 control system would be about 0.22 gram/second.
Thus, the IWA crewman introduces a vary small increase ill local contamina-
tion. But this source is localized in the cargo bav and, in some cases, pro-
tective measures should be taken. Advanced technology suits can potentially
reduce the D111 levels well helow chat stated.
It was a general conclusion of the stud y that the EVA crewman produces a
small and controllable corltribut ion to the contanlinatikn level in the Shuttle,
and that contamination covers can, selectivel y at least, be manuall y removed
for on-orbit operations.
3.5 PROCR ITIATIC ISSUES
,rwo areas of EVA applications were studied pro ), ranwlatically in comparison
to routine operations which were studied in detail. These are planned
maintenance and coil tin),enc y operations, the planned maintenance anal y ses were
limited to comparing automated on-. , rbit maintenance to EVA maintenance, rather
than evaluating; all forms of on-orbit and ground maintenance or expendable
spacecraft trades.
The contingency analvsis was performed to establish the potential savings-
available I)v use of IWA based upon historical probability data. the use of the
term "contingency" in this study is limited to Shuttle payloads and is defined
as meaning any unexpected operations or equipment failure which impacts th-,
normal course of the miSS1011.	 R y ground rule for Shuttle pa y loadr;, nip such
failure can occur l:hieh would endan .vwr the crew or the Shuttle orbiter vehicle.
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3.5.1 SLudy Contingency Analysis
The value of EVA for resolving contingencies has been strongly recognized
since Skylab. On that program, EVA can be credited with saving; the entire
mission, in terms of restoring thermal control and electrical poker, and with
restoring a numher of other functions/experiments. It was a major purpose of
this stud y to quantif y IA'A savings in cons inf;ency sit oat IonS.
payload Model Contingencies. 'I'lle spacecraft historical atlonelly data
examined ill 	 contract were related to Shuttle-delivered spacecraft and
sortie missions by analogy. These study eftorts included interpreting, and
anal y zing data for 20 U.S. space programs. The evaluation of historical sh.lce-
craft failures yielded information for application to the study traffic model
for extrapolation purposes. fable 9 sunmlarizes the contingency data and
extrapolations to Shuttle payloads.
Of
PRC
	 SOURCE	 DATA:
1007 OTHER
PAYLOAD 1002 LOST AT PL'S	 WITH NUMBER OF
PROGRAMS FLIGHTS SUCCESS LAUNCH ANOMALIES ANOMALIES
SAMPLE	 GROUP 20 86 7 13 66 525
SHUTTLE	 PAYLOAD	 DATA:
NASA AUTOMATED 51 261 21 39 200 1593
NASA SORTIE 23 235 19 35 180 1434
DOD AUTOMATED N/A 155 13 23 127 946
NON-NASA
N/A 43 3 6 33 262
SORTIE
STUDY	 TRAFFIC	 MODEL EXTRAPOLATED FROM PRC TOTALS
hot ent ial PVA 5av	 ilhti, tia\'1I11;S c(111 be LICI iVC(l IIf olll 1'eilll cod t rail~ por tat i on
cost~ (orbiter flights) or expe'rlmcllt CL)StS (loss Of ;111 or 1 1 31 - t. of 1)aylcad
eq.lipniont).	 If an automated pa\load c Oil tinhen • v occurred during or after
delivery to ',huttle orbit, t il t' cant ingency could rcyuirc lCturll of the SpaceCraft
Lo earth for re11air and a sl.bsequent refIight.
11 the cont ingenc y occurs (ill 	 earth orbit spacecraft after the orbiter
has rot ti 	 to earth, the repair and return of the spacecratt to operatiolmI
status could rellui rt , two f 1 i}tht s of (lit' orl l it rr; in	 i t 'Or case, EVA could
potentially Save one orbiter mtssion (or $10"1).
- 
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For sortie payloads the contingencies could be failure of a major experi-
ment to function after the sortie flight arrives at the operational orbit.
,ltlalysis of representative payload groups shows an average cost penalty of $3.5
million; i.e., about one-third Shuttle mission, for reflight. An EVA capability
may allow inmrediate repair and completion of the experiment program so that a
subsequent flight is not required. Average costs of sortie units extended be-
vond the Shuttle and jettisonable would result in hardware losses of $1.7 million
which might be prevented by EVA stowage.
by extrapolating from these data to the mission model and probability of
failure, approximately $1.9 billion savings exist as shown in fable 10.
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3.5.2 Analysis of Tinic-Crit i c -a I Cont in`ciicies
A turther anal y sis of this historical pavload failure data was performed
to identif y
 failures whose consequence could he time-critical in terms of
mission success or equipment losses. Failures in various subsystems 'acre foun.i
to have time-critical results frequcntl y
 hi one or more categories. Time-
critical categories an , defined to Include the following:
1.	 Of	 Leakage of spacecraft fluid suppl y causing
mission abort and subsequent ref1ii;ht if not haltod.
'.	 h :., v,t' :1	 : . r:.	 Hit-rmal ;ind atmospheric envtronment tai lures
time critically affecting hlo-specimens.
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3. SF_,l launch t.'2 i:dCr,). Sun-Synchronous and geosynchronous
spacecraft sensitive to the timing of their separation from
Shuttle.
4. M ;sscd ground track or tar,7ct. Opportunities on a sortie
mission limited due to look angles, field of view of changing
r
phenomena.
	 j
5. Off-nominaZ thernaZ condition. Trends in payload thermal
condition due to failures causing serious secondary effects.
A typical example of a time-critical contingency is the loss of consumables
such as gaseous nitrogen. Assuming a given volume, temperature and isothermal
expansion, the length of time for pressure to drop to a critical level was
determined as shown in Figure 19. This point can be avoided if a cnecessful
repair can be effected. The rate at which the pressure drop occurs will deter-
mine the time available to prepare for EVA and perform a fix. Ability to
locate the hole and perform a repair depends in part upon the reaction capability
of the astronaut and the EVA equipment provided by the STS.
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Target opportunities on a sortie mission are limited due to look angles,
fields of view or changing phenomena. Certain pa y loads have planned events,
such as the ATI. Barium Cloud Release experiment. '['his may be performed g ill: a
ground launch Which requires that the on-board sensors be ready on a oar orbit
opportunity. Even where a mapping pass is repeated, planned mission activities
may be impacted when the repeat mapping runs are required. IvpicaI situations
for sortie payloads are shown in Figure: 20.
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Summary. based on the number of anomalies in the data which resulted in
time-critical consequences, percentages of total payload deliveries were
calculated to apply to Shuttle payloads. An initial screening of the Shuttle
payloads was made so that the percentage would onl y be applied to those pay-
loads with a potential for the defined time-critical consegcence. For example,
only payloads with bio-specimens could have a potential loss of specimens.
Further screening eliminated, where feasible, those anomalies where EVA response
was precluded. The sum of all time-critical anomalies is about 15 percent of
the total extrapolated number of potential anomalies.
Estimates were made of potential cost savings where there is a quick-reaction
EVA capability to repair. The ratio of early failures is based on the overall
contingency analvsis presented earlier. The potential cost savings are tabulated
in Table 11. This figure is conservative in comparison to the number of time-
critical contingencies (15 percent) of all contingencies. By the samo relation-
ship, 15 percent of $1870 million could equal $281 million savings.
3.6 PLANNED DIAINT'ENA.'VCE ANALYSIS
The analysis of planned maintenance in the stud y was limited to comparing
automated on-orbit maintenance to equivalent maintenance perfortned b y FVA.	 the
evaluation was programmatic in that it onl y compared equipment and transportation
cost differences. The analysis was enhanced b y the studv of two representative
payloads which have baselined alternate modes: EOS, automated maintenance; and
LST, EVA maintenance.
There are several mission options for performing maintenance on both low
earth orbit (LEO) and high earth orbit (111':0) spacecraft (low earth orbit space-
craft are those which are operating at altitude'; and inclinations which allow
the Shuttle orbiter direct rendezvou,,).
is?le 77. Potential EVA :7avir:,7s in Tire-Critical Contingencies
POTENTIAL NO.	 EARLY M M
SPACECRAFT FAILURES(.024) POTENTIAL POTENTIAL
W/ANOMALIES S/C LOST/ANOM. COST/ANOM. SAVINGS
AUTO SORTIE
POTENTIAL S/C + P/L + AUTO SOR11E AUTO SORTIE AUTO SORTIE
CONDITION Dr-D NON-NASA S/C P/L S/C F/L S/C P/L's
LOSS OF 64+39=103 58 4 10 =68 2.5 1.6 10 10 25 16
CONSUMABLES
LOSS OF 2+0=2 4+1=5 0.05 0.1 10 10 1 1
BIOSPECIMENS
THERMAL 79+47=126 56+9=65 3.0 1.6 10 10 30 16
PROBLEMS
MISSED	 LAUNCH 132+78=210 --- 5.0 --- 3.3 --- 17 ---
WINDOW
MISSED TRACK --- 60+6=66 -- 1.5
--- 3.5 --- 5
OR TARGET
TOTALS 441 204 10.55 4.8 --- --- 73 38
TOTAL
	
$111	 M
a
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For the HEO spacecraft, two alternatives were considered: (1) using an
upper stage for delivering either an automated or a manned servicing module
to the orbit of the spacecraft being maintained, and (2) using tine upper stage
to retrieve the spacecraft and bring it to the Shuttle orbit. T'he spacecraft
maintenance would then be performed while attached to the Shuttle, either with
an automated or with an EVA approach.
The significant difference between LEO and IIEO maintenance missions lies
in the added costs of the upper stages and operations. Figure 21 illustrates
that one Shuttle-Tug launch would be required to carry an automated servicing
module to the geosy-nchronous orbit. Previous studies have shown that two high
technology Tugs would be required to transport a manned servicing module from
the Shuttle altitude to the geosynchronous altitude and return. Because of the
size and mass of the required Tugs, this maintenance would require two Shuttle
launches. Two Tugs and two Shuttles are also required for servicing the IIEO
spacecraft at the Shuttle orbiter orbit.
Comparative cost savings between automated methods and EVA were based
only upon differences it trans portation and equipment costs. Equipment costs
were derived on two representative payloads (EOS and LST) and extrapolated to
spacecraft programs in the study model.
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Fig<<re 21. Maintenance Mission Options
The cost of automated maintenance units were established at $7.5 million
DDT&E and $5 million first unit. The comparable EVA costs were $2.8 and $1.4
million, respectively. Table 12 summarizes the results.
Table 12. On-Orbit Flanned Maintenance Savings
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W. STUDY CONCLUSIONS
4.1 STUDY ACCOMPLISHMENTS
This study activity began with four stated objectives. Results of the
study as reported in this final report have met these objectives in the follow-
ing manner.
1. Identify uses of EVA which significant ly reduce payload costs.
The study identified 61 potential EVA Applications--44 of which were
Routine Operations; i.e., applied at some point in the mission cycle of every
payload. Detailed design and cost data on mechanized elements resulted typically
in Net EVA Savings of $75 to $150K for each such manual alternative. Conserv-
atively, cost savings were only accumulated for 21 out of the total of 44
routine applications for which technical assurance and credible cost data could
be provided.
2. Compare Technical and Economic Characteristics of SeZected
PayZoads --Automated, TeZeoperator, or ETIA Desian Oriented
Thirteen representative payloads were analyzed in the study. Baseline
(automated) modes of operation were evaluated and compared to teleoperator and
EVA modes. In all cases, EVA presented design simplification and lower costs.
While the teleoperator mode, as typified by the Shuttle RMS, could reduce costs
from the baseline, it was luore costly than the EVA mode, lacked flexibility and
the capability of accessing task areas. Figure 22 summari:-es the percentage of
gross and net savings attributed to EVA for DDT&E and firs, unit costs for
representative payloads.
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The thirteen representative payload programs were extrapolated to a total
of 74 programs compatible with EVA applications. 'These 74 programs require 249
flight units on a payload schedule compatible with the "572" Flight 'Model.
Using appropriate complexity and learning factors, net EVA savings were
extrapolated to over $551`1 for NASA and U.S. civil payloads for routine opera-
tions. Adding DoD and ESRO payloads increases the net estimated savings to
$7761.
1. develop costing methodoL-, • :,• ,t'or ftirth,,i , 3ASA :use.
The Posting of representative payloads involved the examination of space-
craft analogs, development of CER's and expansion of previous puter models.
These data have all been furnished to the study Technical Monitor, as well as
the overall methodology applied.
4.2 MAJOR CONCLUSIONS
design considerat ions must be appl led to t ­ c • 'oar 1,_	 i das - ,
a . • Zot
	
phase. While many advantages and cost savings can he achieved
through application of EVA to conventionally designed spacecraft, best results
can only accrue when EVA is "designed into" the payload--(1) to achieve maximum
savings due to manual design, and (2) to ensure capability of manned interface
in contingencies.
rfload Programs tx,'Zl not he re(rtired to in_ yest .'•.	 eapa::' Z: t".
Baseline Shuttle includes all investment costs associated with EVA--airlock,
DIU, and life support tankage.
3. The Shuttles. manipulator ::;!ster is not a su'taf , Ze aZt• r.>iative to EVA.
The RMS lacks features for performance of small, varied tasks requiring; access
to a variety of locations in and around the payload. In addition, costs of
special PSIS interfaces would be greater than manual designs. The RMS provides
valuable assistance to EVA.
•1.
	
-otely -operated mecharL,_zZ devices are complex _.,.] cost1, 1 . Conven-
tional payload electro-mechanical elements require sophisticated design and
extensive development and qualification testing. EVA (manual) '11ternatives
are current state-of-the-art, generic design, low-cost, and trouble-free.
f .	 eploym ­^ . - i :_? t . cu,7e functions are r• : , lred for S, ,t t le pa^!1 oads.
Positioning of spacecraft and sortie experiment hardware within the Shuttle
molt line is comparable to conventional boost shrouds. Consequently, typical
boost lock and extension functions are required. Furthermore, In order to
achieve full benefits from Shuttle retrieval capabilities (either scheduled or
unscheduled), retraction and entry latch functions are required (i.e., two-
way in lieu of conventional one-shot devices). Manual designs for these func-
tions result	 in considerable cast savings and increased reliability.
n
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safety
	 s'	 ^.^rr, -:	 r elide^.r	 ,;e. A problem
exists in ensuring EVA Savings in that current ShuttlL' safety guidelines
require remote control capability with two-way redundancy or _jettison back-up.
r	 tS cu'L (,V. _	 ;.	 Current
plans call for multi-mission deliveries and retrievals of automated spacecraft.
Operational needs and safety requirements dictate various signal, power, and
fluid interfac•^s with the Shuttle. These interfaces must be broken and engaged
to perform separation and retrieval operations. No development efforts in this
field were observed in the course of this study. A conclusion of the study was
that significant cost savings could be achieved with a manual design compared
to remote elect ro-mechanical.
pr9_ r_. •• .'. Concern about "man-rating" is generall y over rated. onl y minor
delta design provisions, if an y , are required over and above Shuttle safety
rules, ground handling requirements or good design practice. EVA trained
crewmen will be provided within the Shuttle cadre, and the generalized tasks
for EVA described in this stud y
 should not warrant special payload-oriented
training with perhaps few exceptions (e.g., unique maintenance).
.'	 ..	 u	 )r coo.".	 EVA contribution is
small compared to other sources and is controllable--especially with technology
improvements.
4.3 SU:,2,IARY OF RESULTS AND RECMDIENDA'1'IONS
4.1.1 EVA Operations
Credible task-time data from various sources were applied to the payload
operations to derive integrated, comparative timelines. By the use of EVA,
routine preparation timelines were decreased in one case by 1.7 elapsed hours
to a maximum increase of 1.3 hour p--average 0.5 hour increase. Actual EVA
aurations ranged from 1.5 hours to 5 hours--average 3.7 for routine operations.
These activities require the following:
One-man EVA 11 payloads
Two-man EVA 2 payloads
One EVA cycle 9 payloads
Two EVA cvcles 4 payloads
}laintenanco timelines required up to 3 six-hour EVA's. It should be noted
1	 that. retrieval operations would generally require t'	 equivalent 1.5 to 5-hour
one or two-man EVA's as diSL'n wed abovo for prepar31.1011. Thu-;, a worst case
could involve 4 or 5 two-man FV A's, thus exceeding Shuttle-provided consumables.
.3.2 Cost Summary
EVA was found to provide savings in the categories of routine operations,
planned maintenance, and contingencies. Basic traffic model data indicated a
net savings of about $551`1 out of a total payload cost o"timate of
about 3.3 percent. S•:.th additional extrapolat ton to Ool) and some noel-::ASA
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ipa. loads the total savings t r -.mate was 57761. Planned maintenance for a
!	 projected 13 payload progr.'	 (t-it of a possible 51 pa y load programs) indicated
an estirated 5168M savings :"F' f ) elimination of automated servicing equipment.
If all spacecraft designated "Reusatle" (25 programs) are included, the
potentially extrapolated cost savings of the EVA mode wuuld be 	 5316M. EVA
savings for contingency problems of payloads were based on transport and
equipment costs only. While the historical data do not necessarily establisn
t	 expected failure -ates for Shuttle pa y loads, the failure information vas
examined to select (conserva`ivel y ) onl y credible analogs. Tho total estimated
EVA savings were S1,950M. Table 13 presents a summary of gross savings by
category . These data are not a,'.iitive in total in that (1) automated
maintenance has not necessarily been planned for the 13 programs on which the
estimate was based--therefore, may not require any actual cost, and (2) many
`^{{	 contirigenc:• savings are based on "automated" device failures which, if routinely
Fai	 replaced by EVA designs, woul.. not occur.
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4.3.3 Recomnendations
Recomr:ended a'eas fir further effort form the conclusion of this section.
Some of these hams ire currentl y planned in follow-on contract activity with
the Ames Reseorch Center, in particular, interaction cf study data with the
payload communit y_ end advanced technology requirements. Full benefit of EVA
applications can best he achieved in conjunction with appropriate Shuttle
payload accommodation documentation.
Among the issues involved wLth EVA are technology issues associated with
EVA equipment. Several of these issues relate to improved reaction time.
Technology improvements could reduce prebreathing and suit donning times.
Several analyses in the study indicated improved operations or increased cost
savings could be attributed to quick-reaction; e.g., increased experiment
Lime in an EVA mode and time-critical contingencies. Overall mobility was not
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evaluated in detail. however, in the process of examining the crew time
sequences, especially for crewman translating through a maze of sortie payload
experiments, his visibility and mobility should be the best possible to preclude
damage to equipment nr the F`iU. Firally, EVA tool and interface developments
are important to achieving the results defined in this study. A summary of
recommendations includes:
• Interact results of study with payload community
• Review Shuttle payload specifications for compatibility
• Perform specific payload detailed designs
• Develop further EVA system requirements
• Perform selected simulations
^, M
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